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Abstract

To resolve the controversy over the functionalization effect on the conductivity, we systemat-

ically investigate the structural and electronic properties of graphene covalently functionalized

with phenyl groups. Using first-principles calculations combined with the model Hamiltonian

analysis, we find that the structural stability, electronic and transport properties of the function-

alized graphene are strongly dependent on the adsorption site of the phenyl groups. In detail,

double-side functionalized graphene is energetically more favorable than single-side functionalized

graphene, and more importantly, they exhibit an exotic non-magnetic metallic state and a magnetic

semiconducting state, respectively. For covalently double-side functionalized graphene, two bands

contributed by π electrons of graphene cross at the Fermi level with the preserved electron-hole

symmetry, and the Fermi velocity of carriers could be flexibly tuned by changing the coverage of

the phenyl groups. These results provide an insight to the experimental observation [ACS Nano

2011, 5, 7945], interpreting the origin of the increase in the conductivity of graphene covalently

functionalized with phenyl groups. Our work reveals the great potential of these materials in future

nanoelectronics or sensors by controlling the attachment of phenyl groups.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, graphene has received considerable attention from the scientific com-

munity for its potential use as building block in the future nanoelectronic devices,[1–4]

due to its high charge-carrier mobility,[5, 6] current-carrying capability,[7] and thermal

conductivity.[8, 9] The lack of a band gap, however, has hampered the applications of

graphene, and functionalization has been proposed as a mechanism to introduce a band

gap in graphene and bring it into the realm of Si-based electronics. [2, 10] On the other

hand, the large scale synthesis of graphene in a realistic condition, being extremely impor-

tant for the real industry, remains a major challenge for the scientists.[11–13] Owing to

the low cost and easy fabrication processes, chemical solvent-based exfoliation of graphite

is regarded as a possible way to overcome this bottleneck.[14–17] During this process, the

graphene could be covalently functionalized. Recently, considerable experimental works

have focused on diazonium salts, which are the reactive reagents and have been used to

modifying the surface of sp2-hybridized carbon materials[18–21], epitaxial graphene [22, 23]

and exfoliation graphene[24–28]. It is found that the graphene grafting by phenyl groups

(specifically, 4-tert-butylphenyl groups, TBP)[27] can be achieved through effective reduc-

tive activation. Several spectroscopy techniques, for example Raman spectroscopy, atomic

force microscopy and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, have been utilized

to identify the phenyl functional groups on the basal plane of graphene.[27]

From the theoretical viewpoint, the covalent functionalization of graphene will introduce

local defects, leading to some new physics in the Dirac electron system.[29, 30] In the hon-

eycomb lattice of graphene, there exist two equivalent sublattices (denoted as A and B). An

isolated point modification on sublattice A can induce a quasi-localized virtual bound state

(VBS) on the neighboring atoms belonging to sublattice B due to the breaking sublattice

symmetry. The wave function of the VBS has three folded symmetry (D3h)[29] and decays as

1/r at large distances.[31] The exchange coupling between adjacent point defects can result

in the splitting of VBS to induce ferromagnetism in graphene at certain concentrations of

point defects.[32–35] The introduction of VBS in graphene normally can also open a band

gap around the Fermi level; however, the Dirac cones in the graphene may be preserved,

depending on the concentration and spatial arrangement of the chemisorbed groups used for

chemical functionalization.[36, 37]
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In experimental situations, the conductivity of graphene with phenyl groups covalently

bonded to its basal plane by different functionalization methods was observed to exhibit

different behaviors (i.e., enhancement behavior [22, 38] and suppression behavior[26] in-

duced by covalent functionalization), which is still under dispute. In addition, room tem-

perature magnetic order has also been found in the phenyl-group functionalized graphene

nanostructures.[39, 40] Therefore, in order to understand experimental observations of func-

tionalized graphene, it is highly desirable to explore possible stable phenyl functionalized

structures and the influence of functionalization on the electronic, transport and magnetic

properties of graphene, which is helpful for its use in future nanoelectronics.

In this work, based on the first-principles calculations, we systematically investigate the

structural and electronic properties of graphene covalently functionalized with TBP which

is taken as a representative of the phenyl groups. We find that the single-side attachment of

TBP on graphene (denoted as s-CFG) can induce a quasi-localized VBS, resulting in the fer-

romagnetism and gap opening as expected. On the other hand, single-side functionalization

can activate the nearest-neighboring carbon atoms next to adsorption site, and consequent-

ly another TBP group can easily adsorb at the activated site on the opposite side to form

more stable structure. Since no breaking of charge conjugation and space-time inversion

symmetry occurs, covalently double-side functionalized graphene with TBP (denoted as d-

CFG) exhibits an exotic non-magnetic metallic state with two bands crossing at the Fermi

level and the preserved electron-hole symmetry. Moreover, the Fermi velocity of carriers is

sensitively dependent on the coverage of the phenyl groups. Because the metallic bands are

mainly contributed by π electrons of graphene but have little connection with the detailed

structure of the phenyl groups, it is anticipated that the metallic state can be present in

graphene functionalized with other phenyl groups, such as nitrophenyl groups. Importantly,

our two dimensional (2D) quantum transport calculations clearly reveal that s-CFG shows

a semiconductor behavior, whereas d-CFG a metallic transport behavior. This can offer an

insight towards resolving the controversy of recent experimental transport measurements of

graphene functionalized with phenyl groups, and suggest that functionalized graphene can

be assembled into various electronic devices by controlling the adsorption of phenyl groups.
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II. MODELS AND METHODS

The spin-polarized DFT calculations are performed via the Vienna ab initio simulation

package (VASP)[41]. The projector augmented wave (PAW) potential[42] and the gen-

eralized gradient approximation with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional[43] are used to

describe the core electrons and the exchange-correlation energy, respectively. The cutof-

f energy for the plane wave basis set is set to 450 eV. The Brillouin zone is sampled by

Monkhorst-Pack k points. The energies are converged to below 10−5 eV and the residual

forces on all atoms are converged to below 0.01 eV/Å. A supercell with a vacuum distance

of 12 Å normal to the graphene plane is used. The accuracy of our method is benchmarked

against a recent study[44], where the DFT calculations was used to determine the adsorp-

tion energy for the attachment of hydrogen atom on graphene with the surface coverage of

0.20 nmol/cm2. Our result (−0.77 eV) is as the same as their result. The two-dimensional

quantum transport properties are adopted via Atomic ToolKit package[45], which combines

non-equilibrium Green′s functions (NEGF) methods with DFT to simulate open systems

in a two-probe geometry. Single-ζ polarized atomic basis sets for expanding the electronic

density, the local density approximation for exchange-correlation energy, and converged k

meshes for the periodic boundary condition perpendicular to the transport direction are all

well tested and adopted in the whole calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by investigating the geometrical structures of s-CFG and find that the interac-

tion between the TBP group and the graphene sheet is quite weak in comparison with that

between hydrogen/fluorine and the graphene sheet.[44, 46] The adsorption energy (Ead) of at-

taching one TBP group on graphene is just −0.29 eV and the zero point energy correction[47]

is 11.37 meV. The binding energy is very close to that of isolated C6H5 radical adsorbed

on graphene (−0.25 eV)[48], but the resulting vibrational energy is smaller than that of the

oxygen adsorpted on metal surface[47]. The weak interaction indicates that s-CFG is not

very stable and the TBP group may be easily removed. In the optimized structure, as shown

in Figure 1a, a C−C bond of 1.59 Å is formed between the TBP group and graphene sheet.

Carbon atom A connected to the TBP group is displaced out of the basal plane of graphene
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sheet by 0.55 Å, causing a larger bond length between A and B atoms (1.52 Å) than that in

the pristine graphene (1.42 Å). Correspondingly, the sp3 hybridization occurs at the func-

tionalized site, which induces a structural distortion of the graphene sheet. Decreasing the

TBP coverage can release the local strain and thus lower the single-side adsorption energy

significantly (Figure 2).

Since covalent functionalization of graphene with grafted TBP groups can be accom-

plished from solvent-based exfoliation of graphite, TBP groups may adsorb on both sides of

graphene sheet. To investigate the double-side adsorption, we consider four adsorption sites

on the opposite side of graphene sheet for attaching the second TBP group, as shown in

Figure 3. It can be seen that among all possible binding sites for the second attachment, the

ortho position of the graphene ring (Figure 1b and Figure 3a) is the most energetically favor-

able site: the adsorption energy Ead for attaching the second TBP group is −0.93 eV, much

lower than those of s-CFG (−0.29 eV) and double C6H5 radical functionalized graphene

sheet (−0.64 eV)[48], indicating the double-side functionalized graphene with phenyl groups

is most likely to form in the experiments[27]. When the second TBP group is attached at

the para position (Figure 3c), the energy is 0.19 eV higher than that of the most stable

configuration (Figure 3a). In contrast, the meta position (Figure 3b) is the least stable with

Ead of −0.16 eV, even higher than that of s-CFG. The energy of the binding site beyond a

hexagonal ring of the first attachment, as shown in Figure 3d, lies in between those of the

ortho and meta positions (Figure 3a and Figure 3b). It is interesting to see that for the

double side adsorption on the same hexagonal ring, the two TBP groups tend to bind to the

carbon atoms belonging to different sublattices. This could be well understood by consider-

ing the electronic properties of s-CFG shown below. Moreover, the second attachment also

enhances the interaction between all TBP groups and the graphene sheet, indicating that

the groups can be hardly removed with double-side adsorption.

In the most energetically favorable d-CFG, which has the ortho configuration as shown

in Figure 1b, the bond length between the TBP group and graphene sheet is 1.60 Å, very

close to that of s-CFG (1.59 Å). And the lengths of bonds A1-B1, A1-B2 and A2-B1 (also

marked in Figure 1b) are 1.57 Å, 1.51 Å and 1.51 Å respectively. All of them are larger than

C-C sp2 bond length in pristine graphene (1.42 Å). Similar to s-CFG, the graphene carbon

atoms A1 and B1 are displaced out of the basal plane of graphene sheet on opposite sides

respectively. Thus, two sp3 hybridizations are formed at the nearest-neighboring carbon
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site. On the other hand, in contrast to the s-CFG, the adsorption energy of d-CFG varies

slightly with the coverage, as shown in Figure 2. This indicates that the formation of sp3

bonds located on opposite sides of graphene sheet can effectively release the local strain in

the vicinity of functionalized carbon sites.

More detailed understanding of the adsorption behavior could be obtained by analyzing

the change of the electronic properties. Figures 4a and b show, respectively, the majority-

spin and minority-spin band structures of s-CFG with the coverage of 0.20 nmol/cm2. Con-

sistent with previous studies[29, 31, 33], quasi-localized VBSs (marked as α) around the

Fermi level are induced by the breaking of the sublattice symmetry, and consequently, the

itinerant (Stoner) magnetism can be induced by the electron exchange interaction in this

system. Evidently the splitting of VBS leads to a ferromagnetic ground state with magnetic

moment of 1 µB per attachment site and these properties hardly change with the increase of

coverage. This is in agreement with the recent experimental observations of room temper-

ature magnetic order on the phenyl-group functionalized graphene nanostructures.[39, 40]

Figure 4d shows the partial charge density distribution of α band at the K point. Overall,

the charge density of quasi-localized VBS state, which exhibits threefold symmetry (D3h)

and decays very quickly, is mainly concentrated at the graphene carbon atoms belonging to

the sublattice different from that of functionalized carbon site. This charge distribution can

activate the relevant graphene carbon atoms, to increase the adsorption energy of additional

attached TBP groups on these sites. In Figure 2a, we plot the charge density difference of

s-CFG. It can be seen that the σ bond is formed between the TBP group and the graphene

sheet. Moreover, the charge density around the attachment site is redistributed and the

charge of carbon atoms B is more localized than that of pristine graphene. The distorted

sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms around the attachment site and the localization of charge

on carbon atoms B render the ortho site as preferred adsorption site for the attachment of

the second TBP group on opposite side.

Different from VBS in s-CFG, an exotic nonmagnetic metallic behavior is observed for

d-CFG with the coverage of 0.20 nmol/cm2. As shown in Figure 4c, two dispersive bands

(marked as β and γ) with the width of 2 eV cross each other at the Fermi level and the

electron-hole symmetry is preserved, similar to the Dirac cone in the pristine graphene.

However, the band-crossing point moves from the K point to a nearby k point and the Fermi

velocity of carriers changes a lot compared with that of the pristine graphene. Toward better
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TABLE I: The Fermi velocity (in units of 106 m/s) of carriers of d-CFGs with different coverages

of TBP groups.

Structure with coverage Fermi velocity

d-CFG (0.20 nmol/cm2) 0.30

d-CFG (0.13 nmol/cm2) 0.53

d-CFG (0.09 nmol/cm2) 0.60

pristine graphene LDA
∗ 0.85

pristine graphene GW
⋄ 1.25

pristine graphene exp
∗ 1.10

∗ Reference [49].

⋄ Reference [50].

understanding of physical origin of the metallic bands, we plot the partial charge densities of

β and γ bands at the K point in Figure 4d. It can be seen that the charge of β and γ bands,

all contributed by π electrons of graphene, distributes at the two equivalent sublattices with

the twofold symmetry (D2h). Especially, the distribution of charge density of the β band is

mainly along the armchair direction of graphene, while that of γ band is along the zigzag

direction (marked by the red arrows in Figure 4). Moreover, to clarify the relationship

between the metallicity of d-CFGs and the coverage of TBP groups, we further calculate

the band structures with the different coverage of TBP groups (from 0.09 nmol/cm2 to 0.20

nmol/cm2). It is found that the d-CFGs with the different TBP coverages are metallic, but

their detailed properties are highly dependent on the coverage of functionalization groups.

As shown in Table 1, the Fermi velocity of carriers become larger with decreasing coverage

of TBP groups and tends to approach the value of the pristine graphene. This indicates

that one can significantly modify electrical conduction properties of d-CFG by changing the

coverage of functionalization groups.

In order to gain further insight on the underlying mechanism of metallicity, a tight-

binding Hamiltonian, with nearest-neighbor hopping of pz electron only, is used to describe

d-CFG with the 2 × 2 supercell. In the model, two TBP groups are functionalized at two
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carbon sites A1 and B1 on opposite sides and the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = −γ1(a
†
1b1 +H.c.)− γ2

3∑
i>1

(a†1bi +H.c.)− γ2
3∑

i>1

(a†ib1 +H.c.)− γ0
4∑

i>1

(a†ibi +H.c.) (1)

where ai and bi (a
†
i and b†i ) are annihilations (creations) of a pz electron on the two different

sublattices, respectively. And γ0 is the nearest-neighbor hopping energy in pristine graphene,

γ1 and γ2 are the projection of hopping energy to the graphene plane between two attachment

sites (A1 and B1) and from attachment sites to the pristine sites, respectively. In this model,

we neglect the energy difference of pz electron at different sites. As discussed above, the

double-side attachment of two TBP groups results in γ1 ≫ γ0. Based on the perturbation

theory[51], the effective Hamiltonian of π electrons around the Fermi level (Heff) can be

written as



0 f1(k) 0 f2(k) 0 f3(k)

f1(k)
† 0 f2(k)

† 0 f3(k)
† 0

0 f2(k) 0 f1(k) 0 f4(k)

f2(k)
† 0 f1(k)

† 0 f4(k)
† 0

0 f3(k) 0 f4(k) 0 f5(k)

f3(k)
† 0 f4(k)

† 0 f5(k)
† 0


(2)

where f1(k) = −γ0e
iδ1·k + γ−1

1 γ2
2e

i(−δ1·k+2δ2·k), f2(k) = γ−1
1 γ2

2e
i(−δ1·k+δ2·k−δ3·k), f3(k) =

−γ0e
iδ3·k, f4(k) = −γ0e

iδ2·k, f5(k) = −γ0e
iδ1·k, δ1 = ( a√

3
, 0), δ2 = (− a

2
√
3
,−a

2
), δ3 =

(− a
2
√
3
, a
2
), and a is the lattice constant of pristine graphene. It is found that Heff satisfies

charge conjugation symmetry, which implies CHeffC
† = −Heff , under the charge conju-

gation operation C and C†. Thus the band structure of the d-CFG exhibits electron-hole

symmetry, similar to that of pristine graphene. Also, Heff is invariant under the space-time

inversion, TI : Heff = σxH
∗
effσx, where σx is the Pauli matrix. Therefore, the band crossing

of π and π∗ states exists at the Fermi level[52], but different from the pristine graphene it

is not at the K point[53]. This fact is in coincidence with the results of the first-principles

calculations. By analyzing the effective Hamiltonian, we can find that only the matrix ele-

ments [f1(k) and f2(k)] are influenced by the attachment of groups, while the other matrix

elements retain the original form. Therefore, with the decrease of the coverage, the influ-

ence of the functionalization groups is suppressed, and the electronic properties of d-CFG
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should converge to those of pristine graphene when the coverage is small enough. This also

coincides with the observation from the first-principles calculations.

The quantum transport properties of the s-CFG, d-CFG and the pristine graphene are

further calculated to demonstrate the intrinsic overall effects of the periodical covalent func-

tionalization of graphene by using non-equilibrium Green′s functions (NEGF) methods com-

bined with the density functional theory (DFT) calculations in the generalized gradient ap-

proximation. Figure 5 shows the calculated current-voltage (I−V ) curves both for s-CFG

and d-CFG with the coverage of 0.20 nmol/cm2. Evidently, the s-CFG exhibits semicon-

ducting behavior as the current is negligible when the bias voltage is smaller than 0.4 V.

On the other hand, a metallic transport behavior can be observed for the d-CFG, which

is mainly contributed by the π electrons of graphene sheet.[54] These observations suggest

that d-CFG has great potential as conducting layer and s-CFG can be used as TBP sensor.

Under the same voltage, the current of d-CFG with the coverage of 0.20 nmol/cm2 is about

one third of that in the pristine graphene, and this ratio is in line with that of Fermi veloc-

ities between the d-CFG and pristine graphene (shown in Table 1). Therefore, the current

in d-CFG could be flexibly tuned by changing the TBP coverage which links with the Fermi

velocity in the quantum transport region. This provides an effective method to manipulate

the metallicity of d-CFG, and reveals its promising potential in the future nanoelectronics.

The above analysis indicates that the metallicity of d-CFG mainly originates from π elec-

trons of graphene, while having little connection with the detailed structure of TBP groups.

It is thus that one may expect a universal metallic behavior for graphene functionalized with

other phenyl groups. Recent experiments have shown that nitrophenyl groups can be cova-

lently bonded to the graphene basal plane, resulting in a superlattice microstructure of the

functionalized graphene, as manifested by atomic force microscopy, transmission electron

microscopy and selected area electron diffraction [28]. We thus further calculate the elec-

tronic properties of graphene with double-side attachment of nitrophenyl groups. A similar

band structure to that of d-CFG functionalized with TBP is observed, but with a difference

in the Fermi velocity of carriers[55]. Recent Raman spectroscopy and electric transport

measurements by Huang et al.[26] showed that CFG functionalized with nitrophenyl groups

exhibits good metallic behavior, with conductivity as high as that of exfoliated graphene.

Since the samples were synthesized in the solution,[26] nitrophenyl groups can be attached to

both sides of graphene sheet, resulting in a metallic behavior as predicted from our calcula-
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tions. In contrast, if the phenyl groups are chemically adsorbed on exfoliated graphene sheet

supported by the substrate to lead to single-side attachment, the transport measurement

showed a semiconducting behavior.[22, 38] The agreement between all of these experimental

observations and our theoretical predictions indicates that the electronic properties of CFG

are sensitive to the fabrication process and the chemical functionalized graphene with high

conductivity can be achieved by controlling the coverage elaborately. This finding provides

a flexible method to control the electronic properties of graphene via chemical functional-

ization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structural and electronic properties of graphene covalently functionalized by TBP

groups are investigated using first-principles calculations. The s-CFG exhibits a quasi-

localized VBS, which can open a band gap and induce ferromagnetism in graphene as

expected. The quasi-localized VBS also activates the nearest-neighboring atoms next to

attachment site, leading to the attachment of another TBP group on the opposite side of

graphene. In the d-CFG, two bands (π and π∗ states) cross each other at the Fermi lev-

el and the electron-hole symmetry is preserved, which can be qualitatively understood via

a tight-binding model Hamiltonian analysis. And the transport properties can be flexibly

tuned by changing the TBP coverage. The quantum transport calculations show that the

s-CFG exhibits a semiconducting behavior, whereas the d-CFG a metallic transport behav-

ior, which are consistent with the band structure calculations. Since the two crossing bands

have little connection with the detailed structure of TBP group, the metallic behavior can

also occur in CFG functionalized by other phenyl groups, such as nitrophenyl groups, as

confirmed by our further calculations. This may provide an explicit mechanism to resolve

the controversy of recent conductivity measurements of graphene functionalized with phenyl

groups. Our work also suggests that functionalized graphene can be assembled into various

electronic devices by controlling the attachment of phenyl group, which may have potential

applications as chemical sensor and conducting layer.
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FIG. 1: Optimized geometrical structures of (a) single-side functionalized graphene by TBP groups

(s-CFG) and (b) double-side functionalized graphene by TBP groups (d-CFG). The graphene

carbon atoms marked A and B belong to different sublattices.
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FIG. 2: Calculated adsorption energy per TBP group for different surface coverage and charge

density difference (in units of e/Å3) for (a) s-CFG and (b) d-CFG. The red arrows indicate the

nearest-neighboring carbon atoms of the attachment site. The adsorption energy Ead is defined as

Ead = (Egraphene+nTBP − Egraphene − nETBP)/n, where n is the number of TBP groups.
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FIG. 3: Adsorption energies for attaching the second TBP group on the opposite side of graphene

sheet in the 4 × 4 supercell model. Four different configurations (a-d: ortho, meta, para, and

neighboring ring) of d-CFG are considered, where black circles with numbers 1 and 2 represent the

sites for the first and second TBP attachments, respectively.
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FIG. 4: (a) Majority-spin and (b) minority-spin band structures of s-CFG with the coverage of

0.20 nmol/cm2. (c) Band structure of d-CFG with the coverage of 0.20 nmol/cm2. Fermi levels are

set to zero. (d) Isosurfaces of charge density (0.03 e/Å3) of the α, β and γ bands at the K point.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Current-voltage characteristics of s-CFG, d-CFG and the pristine graphene.

The length of the scattering region is ∼ 9 nm.
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